
   Compound Interest  
Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 

No new NWL23 words compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

7s DOWN- 

DOWNBOW BDNOOWW type of stroke in playing bowed instrument [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s DOWN- 

DOWNBEAT ABDENOTW first beat of musical measure [n -S] 

DOWNCAST ACDNOSTW overthrow or ruin [n -S] 

DOWNCOME CDEMNOOW downfall (sudden fall) [n -S] 

DOWNFALL ADFLLNOW sudden fall [n -S] 

DOWNHAUL ADHLNOUW rope for hauling down sails [n -S] 

DOWNHILL DHILLNOW downward slope [n -S] 

DOWNHOLE DEHLNOOW used down or in oil well [adj] 

DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S] 

DOWNLINK DIKLNNOW to transmit data from satellite to earth [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNLOAD ADDLNOOW to transfer data from large computer to smaller one [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNPIPE DEINOPPW pipe for draining water from roof [n -S] 

DOWNPLAY ADLNOPWY to de-emphasize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNPOUR DNOOPRUW heavy rain [n -S] 

DOWNRATE ADENORTW to make lower in value [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DOWNSIDE DDEINOSW negative aspect [n -S] 

DOWNSIZE DEINOSWZ to produce in smaller size [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOWNSPIN DINNOPSW spinning motion [n -S] 

DOWNTICK CDIKNOTW stock market transaction [n -S] 

DOWNTIME DEIMNOTW time when machine or factory is inactive [n -S] 

DOWNTOWN DNNOOTWW business district of city [n -S] 

DOWNTROD DDNOORTW oppressed [adj] 

DOWNTURN DNNORTUW downward turn [n -S] 

DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW broad surface depression [n -S] 

DOWNWASH ADHNOSWW downward deflection of air [n -ES] 

DOWNWIND DDINNOWW in direction that wind blows [adv] 

DOWNZONE DENNOOWZ to reduce or limit number of buildings permitted [v -D, -NING, -S] 
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